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a b s t r a c t
In project investment decisions, it is often assumed that estimated values of project pa-
rameters are certain and they would not deviate by the time. However, project parameters
normally change during a life cycle of the project. Therefore, an existence of a deviation or
gap between forecasted values and actual values is inevitable. Because of the uncertainty
of the future, forecasting the true and exact values of project parameters is almost impos-
sible. In this study, an integrated decision support approach based on simulation and fuzzy
set theory is proposed for project investors in risky and uncertain environments. This ap-
proach determines the risk levels of the projects and helps investors to make investment
decisions. In the scope of the study, a flowchart is presented to guide to decision maker
in different situations of information uncertainty that belongs to project parameter values.
Via this flowchart, the values of project parameters can be chosen depending on how they
are determined (deterministic, stochastic or fuzzy) by project analyst. Besides, calculating
and analyzing the project risk in all possible situations would be easier. Illustrative exam-
ples are given to demonstrate the application of this approach.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
An investment project can be defined as an investment alternative for providing new opportunities to increase the
production of goods and services and ensure utmost benefit with the least usage of resource over a certain time period or
expanding/improving existing opportunities. Business firms or entrepreneurs face various investment alternatives during
their operating periods. However, because of the fact that economic resources are limited and there exist alternative usage
areas, the entrepreneurs are forced to make a decision and a choice between how and where to use these resources.
Therefore, they have tomake a ranking and a choice in order to ensure the topmost benefit among these different investment
alternatives. In order to be able to make this ranking and choice, investment alternatives need to be assessed in accordance
with certain criteria. At this point, the evaluation process of the project alternatives requires some data for non-realized
investments, e.g. total amount of investment, cash flows during the economical life of the project, discount rates, and salvage
value at the end of the life. However, it is nearly impossible to know the values of these parameters before the project is
realized. Thus, these projects are assessed with respect to the estimated values of the parameters.
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Because of the uncertainty and risk of the future, the values of the project parameters cannot be estimatedwith complete
certainty. Any wrong value that is estimated by the decision maker will directly affect the return and the profitability of the
project. In addition, sometimes the wrong alternative can be accepted and implemented because of this wrong estimation.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider uncertainty and risk phenomena while evaluating projects.
In this study, a risk assessment approach is proposed based on simulation and fuzzy logic for different conditions of
information to determine the risk level and decide about the realization of the project for the environment that has high
risk and uncertainty in the future. The paper is organized as follows; after the project risk assessment concept is introduced
in Section 2, simulation and/or fuzzy logic based studies performed in project risk assessment are briefly mentioned in
Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed approach is explained in details and numerical examples are presented. In the last part,
the results of the study are discussed and suggestions for the future studies are given.
2. Project risk assessment
Certainty concept in project evaluation means that the values of all project parameters are assumed to be known with
complete certainty; the project analysis is concerned with measuring the economic worth of projects and selecting the
best investment projects. Although these types of analyses can provide a reasonable decision basis in many investment
situations, it should be certainly considered the more usual uncertainty. In project management, it is common to refer to
very high levels of uncertainty as sources of risk. Risk is present in most investment projects.
The two terms risk and uncertainty have different meanings, even though they are often used interchangeably. The term
risk is used to describe an investment projectwhose cash flow is not known in advancewith absolute certainty, but forwhich
an array of alternative outcomes and their probabilities are known. Although no future events are known with certainty,
some events can be assigned to probabilities,whereas others cannot.When future events can be defined andprobabilities are
assigned, then it means a case of risk. If there is no way to assign any probabilities to future random events, pure uncertainty
is addressed [1,2].
In risky environments, the value of a risky project parameter is unknown until the event occurs, but the probability that
the project parameter will have a specific value may be known. From this point of view, the risky project parameters can
be defined as random variables and expressed as probability distributions. On the other hand, in uncertain environments,
there is no way to assign any probabilities to future random events. While probability theory can be a powerful tool in the
appropriate circumstances, sometimes the type of uncertainty encountered in investment projects does not fit the axiomatic
basis of probability theory. It is simply because that uncertainty in the projects is usually caused by the inherent fuzziness
of the parameter estimate rather than randomness [3].
As known, in the process of project evaluation, mostly used criterion to evaluate an investment project is its net present
value (NPV), and also before the economics of a project can be evaluated, in order to determine the NPV of a project, it is
necessary to reasonably estimate the project parameters that describe the project. A common approach is to make single-
number ‘‘best estimates’’ for each of the uncertain parameters and then to calculatemeasures of profitability, such as NPV of
a project. Park [4] states that this approach has two drawbacks; (a) no guarantee can ever ensure that the ‘‘best estimates’’
will ever match actual values, and (b) no provision is made to measure the risk associated with an investment or the project
risk.
Because project parameters can be so difficult to estimate accurately, project analysts frequently consider a range of
possible values for cash flow elements. If a range of values for individual project parameters is possible, it follows that a
range of values for the NPV of a given project is also possible. Therefore, it can be said that, the term project risk is used to
refer to variability in a project’s NPV. A greater project risk means a greater variability in a project’s NPV, or simply that the
risk is the potential for loss [4].
The value of each project parameter is affected by amyriad of risks and uncertainties which are often difficult to quantify.
Because of that reason, it is necessary to express the risky project parameters as probability or possibility distributions in
order to analyze risk and uncertainty. Therefore, in order to determine the risk level of any project alternative, before all else,
different NPVs are obtained for all possible combinations of project parameters. It is more accurate to calculate expected
value of the NPV of a project alternative before measuring project risk by calculating variance and standard deviation of the
NPV of a project alternative. Because, expected NPV of a project alternative is an important criterion used in project risk
measurement. It is evident that a project alternative with an expected negative NPV is too risky [5].
The literature includes studies based on analyses the results of feasibility studies of investments. In order to determine
the NPVs of project alternatives, these studies have been used the traditional NPV formulation mentioned in Eq. (1) and
NPVs of project alternatives are obtained in accordance with this formulation.
NPV =
N∑
t=1
At
(1+ i)t +
H
(1+ i)N − I0. (1)
In this equation, At represents cash inflow in period t;H represents the salvage value of the investment; N represents
the life cycle of the project; i represents the accepted discount rate, and I0 represents cash initial investment cost.
In the inflation periods, price of the items which is composed of project incomes and expenses, will increase and also the
relative prices of all items will change. Therefore, it is inevitable to make wrong decisions about investment if inflation is
not taken into consideration with the matter of fact that it has important effect on the project net cash flows.
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Naturally, the unit prices of the individual inflow and outflow components, such as revenues, material cost, labor cost,
and overhead cost may increase with different rate from the general inflation rate. Also the increase rates for the price
of inflow or outflow components can be different one another. For that reason, some additional arrangements should be
performed on the traditional NPV formulation by considering inflation, and its effect on the individual inflow and outflow
components. In order to construct the new NPV formulation that takes into account the different inflation effects on the
cash flow elements, at first, inflow and outflow components should be defined separately.
As known, if the positive cash flows (At) and negative cash flows (It) at tth periodwhich is calculatedwithout considering
the inflation effect, namely assuming that the prices do not change in the future, the net cash flow of the project alternative
can be found as [At − It ]. If e denotes the annual inflation rate, positive and negative cash flows can be determined or
recalculated with the inflation effect by multiplying At and It by (1 + e)t . The assumption here is that the inflation rates
of each year are equal and the prices of inflows and outflows increase by this inflation rate. But as mentioned before, the
prices of the itemsmay be affected different from the inflation rate, in otherwords, reflection rate of inflation rate to positive
and negative cash flows may not be equal. Therefore, denoting the reflection rate of inflation to positive cash flow as x, and
negative cash flows as y, the positive and negative cash flows at tth period can be calculated by Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively:
At(1+ xe)t (2)
It(1+ ye)t . (3)
Thus, with the inflation effect, the cash flow before tax at the tth period (CFTt ) can be obtained by the Eq. (4):
CFTt = At(1+ xe)t − It(1+ ye)t . (4)
After the calculation of cash flows before tax; taxable income amounts, tax amounts and cash flows after tax can be easily
found. As a result, the final structure of the NPV formula including inflation and its reflection rates can be obtained as given
in the Eq. (5) below:
NPV =
N∑
t=1
[
At(1+ xe)t − It(1+ ye)t
]
(1− V )+ DtV
(1+ i)t − I0. (5)
In the Eq. (5), V represents the tax rate, and Dt represents the depreciation rate at tth period. The nominator denotes the
cash flows after the tax for each period. So that the nominator includes the inflation effect, this value should be discounted to
present by the discount rate (i) already containing inflation. Initial investment cost (I0) is not taxable and shown separately.
The Eq. (5) is applicable if the establishment expenses after the base year are discounted to present when establishment
period is more than one year. Here, the salvage value is neglected because of that the total investment amount of capital
can be amortized if the economical life of the investment project sufficiently long. But if the economical life of the project is
relatively short then the salvage value should be included in NPV. Thus, the Eq. (5) is rearranged with the salvage value as
in the Eq. (6) below:
NPV =
N∑
t=1
[
At(1+ xe)t − It(1+ ye)t
]
(1− V )+ DtV
(1+ i)t +
H
(1+ i)N − I0. (6)
As seen in the Eq. (6), the salvage value of an investment is not taxable and is not amortized. Thus, it is shown as a separate
item. The positive cash flow at the end of tth period, (At), can be calculated by total sum of multiplication of the demand
of the goods or services within the project context and unit sale price of those. Therefore, for the project alternative that
includes n products, if Pi is price of the ith product per unit and Qi is demand of ith product, then the positive cash flow at
the tth period can be calculated as given in the following Eq. (7):
At =
n∑
i=1
Pi ∗ Qi. (7)
Consequently, one can say that decisionmaker should select one of the given NPV formulas in order to determine the risk
level of a project alternative. Selection of the formula also depends on the structure of project parameter and the certainty
of information. On the other hand, it should be noticed that themost commonly used criterion inmeasuring risk of a project
alternative is variability of the NPV of a project, and variability of the NPV of a project is determined through calculating
the variance and standard deviation. Thus, after calculating the expected value of the NPV of a project alternative, one can
measure a project risk statistically by calculating variance and standard deviation of the NPV of a project alternative.
3. Simulation and fuzzy sets for determination of the project risk: literature review
Simulation, as a widely used technique, is the process where a model is constructed similar to the real system by coding
it into a simulation language or using simulation package, and designing experiments to see the behavior of the system
[6–9]. Simulation is a statistics based behavioral approach that applies predetermined probability distributions and random
numbers to estimate risky outcomes. Recently, the usage of simulation in investment project evaluation under uncertain
and/or risky environments has been increasing [1,10,11]. Because, simulation based project evaluation approaches enable to
make more reliable investment decisions since they permit including future uncertainty and risk in analysis process. When
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Fig. 1. The summation operation in fuzzy sets [18].
the probability distributions of project parameters are known, NPV distribution and the interval where all NPVs are lied
in can easily be obtained by means of the simulation technique and simulation model developed for the evaluation of the
project.
Simulation approach provides to define the risky project parameters as probability distributions instead of single
deterministic values. The focus of the simulation technique for the project evaluation is to calculate the variation of
profitability of the project by using random numbers generated for project parameters according to their probability
distributions. For each run of the simulation a different NPV is obtained and for the sufficient number of runs, the distribution
of NPV can be constructed. Recent computer technology and software for statistics and simulation have ability to generate
randomnumbers and process them rapidly. Therefore the number of replications is not a time consuming and costly activity
for decision process and the higher the number of replications, the more significant parameter values for all combinations
to be analyzed.
Since uncertainty in investment projects is usually caused by inherent fuzziness of the parameter estimate rather than
randomness, in many times, the probability distributions of the risky project parameters that affect the NPV cannot be
determined easily. The fuzzy sets can be helpful for these kinds of situations [12–14]. The initial concept about fuzzy sets is
suggested in [15] to the literature and use of fuzzy sets has rapidly spread out many research and application area in spite of
the negative reactions at the beginning. The Fuzziness is all of the uncertainty andmissing informationwhich the researcher
has in his/her study under consideration where the classical analytical techniques cannot be applied. Any event or field that
is studied can be modeled by considering complementary linguistic and uncertain variables instead of using rule-based
exact values under predefined assumption and inferences [16]. Fuzzy numbers are defined not only with intervals but also
their membership functions that fit to the structure of the information [17]. The membership function lies between 0 and
1 and denotes the possibility rate of any value, for instance, if the boundary values of variables are being ‘‘true’’ and for
an event where the membership value is 0 for ‘‘certainly false’’ and 1 for ‘‘certainly true’’, then the membership function
has a range between 0 and 1, but any event can have a possibility of being true or false with the membership values, i.e.,
0.30 or 0.70, and they are near to ‘‘false’’ and ‘‘true’’, respectively. By this way, fuzzy approach is preferred to decide about
the correctness because of the uncertainty of the information. Fuzzy sets are especially preferred for the models related
with linguistic variables. For example, being ‘‘youngness’’ is a concept that can differ person to person. If the group of 25-
year-old people is considered as certainly young, then its membership function value is 1, and as the age increases then
the membership function approaches to zero. Membership functions are similar to the probability distribution functions
but they show possibility values rather then probability, their shape can differ according to the data structure and decision
maker’s preferences. Triangular fuzzy numbers with tree values, (pessimistic, most likely, optimistic), are most commonly
used membership function for decision making problems. In addition to the triangular fuzzy numbers, gauss function,
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are among other practical membership function structures.
As the classical mathematical principles and operations are performed through the defined rules, fuzzy sets and systems
have their own definitions for numbers and algebraic calculations corresponding to the each definition or operation in
classical calculus. In fuzzy sets theory, summation and subtraction, multiplication and division, integral, mathematical
programming, regression, and related rules can be found to be performed. In this study, fuzzy numbers are used to calculate
the fuzzy value of the NPV. The definition of fuzzy operations is a bit different from the traditional mathematical operations.
The following example is simply presented to explain them for the given triangular fuzzy numbers defined as A = {−1, 1, 3}
and B = {1, 3, 5} in Figs. 1 and 2.
The subtraction and division operations are performed similar to the multiplication operation by considering the
boundary values of triangle. All these operations are presented by the Eq. (8) through (11) as in the following:
A˜ = TFN(la,ma, ua) and for B˜ = TFN(lb,mb, ub)
A˜+ B˜ = TFN(la + lb,ma +mb, ua + ub) (8)
A˜− B˜ = TFN [min(la − lb, la − ub, ua − lb, ua − ub); (ma −mb);max(la − lb, la − ub, ua − lb, ua − ub)] (9)
A˜ ∗ B˜ = TFN [min(la.lb, la.ub, ua.lb, ua.ub); (ma.mb);max(la.lb, la.ub, ua.lb, ua.ub)] (10)
A˜/B˜ = TFN [min(la/lb, la/ub, ua/lb, ua/ub); (ma/mb);max(la/lb, la/ub, ua/lb, ua/ub)] . (11)
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Fig. 2. The multiplication operation in fuzzy sets [18].
In the scope of this study, triangular membership function is preferred for representation of the project parameter to
utilize its simplicity for calculation of membership values by using similarity properties of triangles.
For evaluation and selection of investment projects, optimization and statistical techniques are commonly applied to
analyze the cash flow of project; furthermore, an increasing trend can be seen in recent studies based on simulation
models and fuzzy calculations. Among the studies contributing this trend; Iwamura [19] and Huang [20] with the constraint
programming approach based on fuzzy data to optimize capital budget; using neural network as a simulationmetamodel in
economic analysis of risky projects in [21]; R&D project evaluation model based on fuzzy set priority in [22]; transportation
projects selection process using fuzzy sets theory in [23]; riskmanagement of an agricultural investment utilizing simulation
in [24]; fuzzy capital budgeting in [25]; modeling project investment decisions using possibility theory in [26]; the capital
budgeting through random numbers and fuzzy numbers in [27]; using simulation software to solve engineering economy
problems in [28]; characterizing the optimal profit of an investment problem with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers in [29]; the
evaluation of investment projects optimizing multiple criteria via simulation and response surface methodology in [10];
Multicriteria decision making in a fuzzy setting in [30]; the optimal investment project selection based on fuzzy numbers
and genetic algorithm in [31]; project risk assessment by converting the fuzzy numbers to the near probability distributions
and analyzing through simulation techniques in [32] can be examined in the literature.
In the scope of this study, a process flow is presented to support the decisionmaker during the evaluation of the project for
different conditions of uncertainty. It is believed that this process flowwould support the decisionmaker as a tool about how
to calculate and analyze the project risk depending on the characteristics of the decisionmakers and the way (deterministic,
stochastic, or fuzzy) they determine the project parameters. One of the branches on this process flow is developed similar
to Rebiasz [32] to find and analyzing the project risk by determining fuzzy values for the project parameters and using in a
simulationmodel by converting them into probability distribution. Different fromRebiasz [32], not only the fuzzy parameter
values are converted into probabilistic values and analyzed via simulation model but also this study handles the fuzzy NPV
by utilizing the fuzzy operations and interpreting directly the fuzzy project risk. Besides to that, calculation procedure and
simulation analysis are also presented for directly stochastic and deterministic conditions. Bymeans of the proposed process
as a whole, decision makers are guided about which method should be used under which circumstances.
In literature, much of the studies that use simulation approach to calculate the expected NPV of the project are used the
traditional formulation of NPV which is expressed in Eq. (1). In these studies, it is often assumed that the effect of inflation
is same both on project inflows and outflows, so the effect of inflation on project inflows and outflows is not taken into
account. But it is obvious that inflation effect will be different for cost and revenue components, and it should be considered
in project evaluation process. In such a situation, it is necessary to consider a new NPV formulation that eliminates the
weakness of using the traditional formulation of NPV while evaluating the projects. One of the contributions of this paper
is to use the modified NPV formulation in the project risk assessment process.
In this new situation, the number of parameters, which are defined as probability distributions, will increase. Therefore,
using Monte Carlo simulation approach for modeling the modified NPV formulation will cause some complexities. Because,
if the numbers of the random variables in the mathematical model increases, providing a sufficient number of NPVs to
define the NPV distribution would be more difficult by using Monte Carlo simulation. Hence, it is a necessity to develop a
computer simulation model for the modified NPV formulation, which is expressed in Eq. (6), by using computer simulation
software. In this paper, a computer simulation model for this modified NPV formulation has been developed by using
computer simulation software, and this is the other contribution of this paper to the literature. By the help of this model, all
parameters affecting theNPVof the project can be defined as probability distributions if required.Moreover,with thismodel,
it is also possible to define risky project parameters with specific distribution types such as uniform distribution, normal
distribution and exponential distribution. By the help of the developed simulation model, besides the expected NPVs of
project alternatives, the confidence intervals and histograms for the expected NPVs can be obtained.
4. The proposed approach
All the phases and states of the proposed approach for project risk assessment and evaluation process are presented
through Fig. 3 as a whole. The first step of the proposed approach is to define the project parameters that affect NPV of
a project. In the second step the risk levels of the project parameters are figured out and then the analyst should decide
about the method by which the risky project parameters are defined. According to the uncertainty level, the probability
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Table 1
The values of the project parameters for Example 1.
Project parameters Symbol Parameter value
Product demand in tth period Qt Uniformly distributed between 1000 and 1600 units
Product unit price in tth period Pt Uniformly distributed between $100 and $120
Investment cost in tth period It Uniformly distributed between $20000 and $30000
Discount rate i Uniformly distributed between 0.14% and 0.20%
Economical life cycle of the project N 5 years
Salvage value of the investment H $0
Initial investment cost I0 $400000
Annual inflation rate e Uniformly distributed between 0.08% and 0.12%
The reflection rate of inflation into positive cash flows x Uniformly distributed between 0.85% and 0.95%
The reflection rate of inflation into negative cash flows y Uniformly distributed between 0.75% and 0.85%
Annual tax rate V 25%
Table 2
The annual amortization amounts.
Years 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Dt $104000 $92000 $80000 $68000 $56000 $400000
distributions of the parameters may be determined by probability analysis depending on observed historical data or by
possibility distributions depending on fuzzy numbers when there is no certain observed data or information about the
probabilities. In the proposed approach the process flow addresses different paths with respect to that determination
method.
5. Illustrative examples of the proposed approach
In this part, the proposed method is applied on a hypothetic investment project developed for this study to determine
the project risk and make a decision for the investment. The hypothetic project is developed for the production of a
single product based on the profit maximization objective, and the variability on NPV, the most common measure for risk
assessment, is considered. As mentioned, the NPV of the project should be calculated for several factor combinations to
obtain the variability of the NPV. Since it is necessary to consider the inflation effect as a risk item on the feasibility of
the project, Eq. (6) is preferred to calculate the NPV of the project. In that case, the way how to define the risky project
parameters that affect NPV of a project should be determined. These parameters can be defined either stochastically or with
fuzzy number.
In this section, the application of the proposed approach is presented when the project parameters are defined by
fuzzy numbers or probability distributions. First of all, the project parameters are defined by probability distributions for a
hypothetical investment project and the first illustrative example is constructed. Then, it is assumed that the values of the
project parameters are defined with fuzzy numbers for the same project and the second illustrative example is obtained.
For both of the examples, the way to determine the project risk is indicated. The following section shows these two different
examples.
5.1. Illustrative Example 1
In this example, it is assumed that the risky project parameters are determined by probability distributions. In that
situation, the first branch of the proposed process flow (Fig. 3) should be followed by the decision maker. Table 1 shows the
project parameters and their potential values for the first example in conveniencewith the assumptions of the first branch of
process flow. All the money units are dollar ($) for the whole study. It must be known that, the developed simulation model
gives us a chance to determine the distributions of cost and revenue components in all kind of distributions such as; beta,
k-erlang, exponential, gamma, Johnson, lognormal, normal, Poisson, triangular, uniform, Weibull etc. Here, in our case, only
the uniform distribution is used. This distribution was randomly selected. The other probability distributions may be more
appropriate in different cases with respect to the characteristics of the project parameters, observed values in historical data
or the estimation of the project analyst.
The annual amortization amounts are necessary to calculate the NPV by using the Eq. (6). Decreasing amortization rate
method is preferred to obtain more cash flow during the initial periods of the investment. Since it is assumed that the total
initial investment cost is depreciated during the economical life of a project, the salvage value of the investment is evaluated
as zero. However, salvage value can be considered as different values depending on the rate of depreciation. Therefore, the
amortization amount (Dt) for each year is obtained as given in Table 2.
After defining of the values of the project parameters, the next phase is to develop the simulation model for calculating
project’s NPV and execute the risk assessment process. The NPV expression given in Eq. (6) is executed through the ARENA
3.0 [6,8], and flowchart for the simulation model is given in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Proposed process flow for risk assessment.
The synchronization of the random numbers is performed by using one of variance reduction techniques; common
random numbers (CRN), and furthermore the verification of the model is tested through the constant numbers entered for
each variable. The simulationmodel developed for this project is flexible to execute the parameter values given in Table 1 for
both deterministic and stochastic values, i.e., economical life cycle can be entered as 5 years or any probability distribution
if desired. The procedure given in Fig. 4 is performed for 200 replications and the screen display is obtained as in Fig. 5. Thus,
for different combinations of project parameters, the NPV of the investment project is determined 200 times by running the
simulation model and these values have saved as output file.
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Fig. 4. The flowchart for calculation of NPV.
Fig. 5. Screen display of the simulation model.
Fig. 6. The confidence interval for NPV of the project (α = 0.05).
In the next phase, the confidence interval of expected NPV of the project is constructed at (α = 0.05) significance level
and the distribution of the possible NPV’s is determined. The confidence interval for the expected NPV and the histogram
for the output are represented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Histogram for NPV.
Table 3
The values of the project parameters for Example 2.
Project parameters Symbol Fuzzy parameter value Nearest probability distribution value
Product demand in tth period (units) Qt TFN (1100, 1300, 1500) UNIF (1197, 1403)
Product unit price in tth period ($) Pt TFN (100, 110, 120) UNIF (104.84, 115.16)
Investment cost in tth period ($) It TFN (20000, 25000, 30000) UNIF (22045, 27955)
Discount rate (%) i TFN (0.14, 0.17, 0.20) UNIF (0.156, 0.184)
Economical life cycle of the project (years) N 5 5
Salvage value of the investment ($) H 0 0
Initial investment cost ($) I0 400000 400000
Annual inflation rate (%) e TFN (0.08, 0.10, 0.12) UNIF (0.093, 0.107)
The reflection rate of inflation into negative cash flows (%) x TFN (0.85, 0.90, 0.95) UNIF (0.878, 0.922)
The reflection rate of inflation into positive cash flows (%) y TFN (0.75, 0.80, 0.85) UNIF (0.776, 0.824)
Annual tax rate (%) V 0.25 0.25
Fig. 6 indicates that NPV of the project is between $(-)37200 and $117000 whereas the NPV is between $26300 and
$34600 in the 95% confidence interval. The expected value of the NPV is calculated as $30500. The other measures about
the confidence interval such as mean (is $30500), standard deviation (is $29900), number of observations (is 200) are also
given in Fig. 6. According to the results, it is noted that the variability of the NPV (mentioned as the standard deviation) of
the project is obtained as $29900.
The histogram given in Fig. 7, the range for each class is $11014.29 and the first three classes have negative boundary
values whereas the fourth class starts with negative value but ends with positive value. Among the NPVs calculated for 200
replications, 35 of them are in negative area and 165 of them are in positive area.
According to the information figured out from confidence interval and histogram, the standard deviation of the NPV is
near to its expected value means that this investment project has some risk, however, the confidence interval does not
include zero and the most of the NPVs are accumulated on the positive side of the histogram, which means the project has
low risk. Finally, one can say that this investment project can be realized with low risk.
5.2. Illustrative Example 2
In this example, the risky project parameters are same but it is assumed that the decision makers are in fuzzy
environment. In this new situation, the parameter values that affect the NPV of the project are given in Table 3. Here, the
values of the product demand, product unit price, cash flows, annual inflation rate, reflection rates of the inflation on the
cash flows, and discount rate are defined by triangular fuzzy numbers (TFN) instead of probability distributions. Probability
distributions are defined by uniform distribution that is represented as ‘‘UNIF’’.
Since the project parameters are defined as fuzzy numbers by the decision maker, in order to determine the risk level of
the project, the second, third or fourth branch of the proposed approach which is expressed in Fig. 3 can be followed.
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Fig. 8. Membership function of fuzzy NPV based on TFN.
At first, let us assume that the third branch of the proposed approach (Fig. 3) is followed for determining the project
risk level. In that case, the expected NPV of the project should be calculated via fuzzy arithmetic operations and Eq. (6) is
converted into fuzzy NPV given as Eqs. (12) and (13).
NB˜D =
N∑
t=1
[
A˜t(1+ x˜e˜)t − I˜t(1+ y˜e˜)t
]
(1− V )+ DtV
(1+ i˜)t
H
(1+ i˜)N − I0 (12)
A˜t =
n∑
i=1
P˜i ∗ Q˜i. (13)
The same risk assessment process is performed, the salvage value is again assumed zero, and by using the fuzzy arithmetic
operations, the calculations are carried out as given in the Table 4. The fuzzy operations represent that the fuzzy NPV
is obtained as TFN (−129959, 28537, 240925). This fuzzy number indicates that the NPV of the project lies between
$(-)129959 and $240925, but the most possible value is $28537. The results are well matched with the interpretations
obtained by the simulation model. As seen in the fuzzy NPV, the range is wider because of the fuzziness of the environment.
The fuzzy set of the NPV is presented in Fig. 8, and the calculation results are given in Table 4.
The fuzzy values can be converted into the nearest probability distribution for further detailed analysis. A practical
method is proposed for data transformation from fuzzy number to uniform distribution [33]. According to this method,
to construct sets, uniform random numbers are generated as the membership values and corresponding boundaries are
calculated. By generating the significant number of α-cut sets, then using averages, single uniform distribution is developed
for this fuzzy set.
In order to compare the NPV of the project defined by triangular fuzzy numbers easily with the NPV obtained after
running the simulationmodel, it is possible to covert the fuzzyNPV into the nearest uniformdistribution through themethod
proposed in [33]. In that case, such a comparison can be performed by following the fourth branch of the proposed process
flow (Fig. 3).
As the result of the conversion from triangular fuzzy number to uniform distribution, the nearest probability distribution
for the NPV of the project is obtained as UNIF (−36673.1, 115919.7). This value is compatible with the output of simulation
model presented in the first example. This finding indicates that the primary matter differentiating the branches is just
the uncertainty status of the project parameters. Therefore, different results cannot be expected for the same project when
different branches are followed to determine the risk level of a project alternative.
Different point of view can be developed for the fuzzy values of parameters, if the decision maker(s) is not familiar with
the fuzzy arithmetic. Firstly, each fuzzyparameter value canbe transformed into uniformdistribution by the same technique,
and then the simulation model can be executed for the transformed values. This process corresponds to the second branch
of the proposed approach, and transformed fuzzy numbers can be seen in the last column of Table 3. Converting the fuzzy
number into uniform distribution means that the fuzziness would be transformed into stochastic value that is more certain,
thus the uniform distributions obtained from the fuzzy numbers have tighter ranges than the given fuzzy set.
When the probabilistic values are executed through the simulation model, the results in Figs. 9 and 10 is obtained. As
seen in Fig. 9, the NPV of the project lies between the interval $2780 and $61000. With a 95% confidence level, the NPV
of the project is in the interval $(27600, 30800) where the expected value (mean) is obtained as $29200 that is matched
with the results of the fuzzy arithmetic and also simulation model in Section 5.1. The other measures about the confidence
interval such as mean, standard deviation, number of observations are given in Fig. 9. According to the results the variability
of the NPV (standard deviation) is calculated as $11500 which indicates that the project has low risk. For the further
interpretations, the histogram of the NPVs can be examined in Fig. 10.
The histogram given in Fig. 10, the range of each class is 4158.57 and all the values are in the positive side. The additional
measures such as maximum and minimum value, standard deviation and numbers of observations are also presented at
the bottom of the histogram in Fig. 10. According to the information gathered from the simulation of the transformed fuzzy
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Table 4
Fuzzy operation results for NPV.
t At It Dt e
(min) (most likely) (max) (min) (most likely) (max) (min) (most likely) (max) (min) (most likely) (max)
0 0 400000
1 110000 143000 180000 20000 25000 30000 104000 104000 104000 0.08 0.1 0.12
2 110000 143000 180000 20000 25000 30000 92000 92000 92000 0.08 0.1 0.12
3 110000 143000 180000 20000 25000 30000 80000 80000 80000 0.08 0.1 0.12
4 110000 143000 180000 20000 25000 30000 68000 68000 68000 0.08 0.1 0.12
5 110000 143000 180000 20000 25000 30000 56000 56000 56000 0.08 0.1 0.12
t X Y V i
(min) (most likely) (max) (min) (most likely) (max) Constant (min) (most likely) (max)
0
1 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.25 0.14 0.17 0.2
2 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.25 0.14 0.17 0.2
3 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.25 0.14 0.17 0.2
4 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.25 0.14 0.17 0.2
5 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.25 0.14 0.17 0.2
t (1+ xe) (1+ ye) At (1+ xe)t
0
1 1.068 1.090 1.114 1.060 1.080 1.102 117480.00 155870.00 200520.00
2 1.141 1.188 1.241 1.124 1.166 1.214 125468.64 169898.30 223379.28
3 1.218 1.295 1.382 1.191 1.259 1.338 134000.51 185189.15 248844.52
4 1.301 1.412 1.540 1.263 1.360 1.475 143112.54 201856.17 277212.79
5 1.389 1.539 1.716 1.338 1.469 1.625 152844.19 220023.23 308815.05
t It (1+ ye)t (At − It ) ∗ (1− V ) Dt ∗ V
0
1 21200.00 27000.00 33060.00 63315.00 96652.50 134490.00 26000 26000 26000
2 22472.00 29160.00 36432.12 66777.39 105553.73 150680.46 23000 23000 23000
3 23820.32 31492.80 40148.20 70389.23 115272.26 168768.15 20000 20000 20000
4 25249.54 34012.22 44243.31 74151.92 125882.96 188972.44 17000 17000 17000
5 26764.51 36733.20 48756.13 78066.05 137467.52 211537.90 14000 14000 14000
t Sum (1+ i)t Sum/(1+ i)t
0
1 89315.00 122652.50 160490.00 1.140 1.170 1.200 74429.167 104831.197 140780.702
2 89777.39 128553.73 173680.46 1.299 1.369 1.440 62345.409 93910.238 133641.474
3 90389.23 135272.26 188768.15 1.482 1.602 1.728 52308.584 84460.016 127413.123
4 91151.92 142882.96 205972.44 1.689 1.874 2.074 43958.296 76249.498 121952.219
5 92066.05 151467.52 225537.90 1.925 2.192 2.488 36999.280 69086.024 117137.320
(min) (most likely) (max)
SUM 270040.737 428536.974 640924.839
NPV −129.959 28.537 240.925
Fig. 9. Confidence interval for transformed NPVs (α = 0.05).
numbers, confidence interval does not include zero, all values are positive, and the standard deviation is not so high, then
this investment project is evaluated as low risk project and can be accepted. As a result, the investment decision can be
made.
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Fig. 10. Histogram for transformed NPVs (α = 0.05).
6. Conclusions and recommendations
During the assessment of investment projects, decisions may not be rational if they are made only by considering the
profitability. Because, the deviations in the parameter values directly affect the profitability and the feasibility of the project.
Thus, project risk level of the alternative should be analyzed in the assessment phase. In this study, a novel approach utilizing
simulation and fuzzy sets was proposed to support the decision maker for determining the risk level of investment project
in a risky and uncertain environment. In the scope of the study, the proposed approach was constructed upon a process
flow to lead the decision maker for different status of information uncertainty for project parameters. It was believed that
the proposed process flow would be a successful decision making tool for project risk assessment by indicating how the
project risk should be calculated and analyzed according to all possible ways (deterministic, stochastic, or fuzzy) the project
parameters are defined.
In summary, this paper made three original contributions to the project risk assessment practice. The major original
contribution of this study is to propose an integrated decision support approach based on simulation and fuzzy set theory
for project investors in risky and uncertain environments. This approach determines the risk levels of the projects and helps
investors to make investment decisions. In the scope of the study, a flowchart is presented to guide to decision maker in
different situations of information uncertainty that belongs to project parameter values. The other original contribution
of this paper is to use the modified NPV formulation that eliminates the weakness of using the traditional formulation of
NPV while evaluating the projects in risky and uncertain environments. In this new situation, the number of parameters,
which are defined as probability distributions, will increase. As mentioned, if the numbers of the random variables in the
mathematical model increases, providing a sufficient number of NPVs to define the NPV distributionwould bemore difficult
by usingMonte Carlo simulation. So, in this study, a computer simulationmodel for this modified NPV formulation has been
developed by using computer simulation software, and this is the last contribution of this paper to the literature. By the help
of this model, all parameters affecting the NPV of the project can be defined as probability distributions if required.
The fact that simulation model and fuzzy set used in the proposed approach needed expertise experience for the real life
project force the authors of this study thought about decision support software for calculations and a friendly user interface
design, so that the approach could easily be used by project evaluators having knowledge about simulation and fuzzy sets
at the beginning level. Thus, the project risk assessment approach which was tested for numerical illustrative example in
this study would be easily applied in real complex investment projects.
Besides, additional studies were being maintained as a future work about improvement of the approach for assessing
and comparing project risks of several project alternatives and deciding less risky projects.
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